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Abstract

Security and compliance have been cited as the

top reasons why companies do not use the

cloud.

In response cloud providers like Amazon Web

Services (AWS) have made security and

compliance a top priority.

Recent AWS conferences have emphasized the

numerous improvements and benefits now

available for Enterprise customers.

Conclusion

Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is a key piece of

technology from AWS that enables complete

network separation on AWS. Additionally you can

connect a VPC to other networks, such as your in-

house datacenter. This makes the resources in

AWS appear local, but they are connected to

securely and completely isolated from other

resources on AWS.

Orion will be deployed by OpenEye in our VPC on

AWS. It will be accessible for all our customers, via

https://cloud.eyesopen.com. This can be seen in

Figure 2 where the OpenEye managed Orion is in

the lower VPC. OpenEye will maintain the

complete service. Optionally, if you have an AWS

VPC of your own you could deploy a version of

Orion which is only for your company’s use, via

https://orion.acmepharma.net, for example. The

top VPC belonging to the customer has their

StarCluster compute nodes and now a new Orion

stack which can utilize the benefits of cloud.

OpenEye has no access to your VPC.

Compliance

“Compliance and security are no longer barriers to

cloud. They are now key drivers for going to it.”

Andy Jassy - SVP AWS

AWS re:Invent November 2014

Introduction

In designing our own cloud-based platform we

have followed all best practices in security, high

availability and fault tolerance. Working closely

with AWS we have a stack which we, or a

customer, can deploy. Orion is the platform to

access all OpenEye technologies in a secure and

scalable fashion.

Figure 2: From your in-house datacenter connect to a VPC 

on AWS to use StarCluster (elastic HPC) or optionally Orion. 

Any user may access Orion via the stack managed on AWS 

by OpenEye. Note the diagram is a vastly simplified 

architectural summary.

AWS is certified on a plethora of assurance

programs, see Figure 1. FedRAMP enables the FDA

(and any US Government agency) to use AWS. ISO

9001 covers Quality Management Systems. ISO

27001 covers Information Security Management

Systems. Service Organization Controls (SOC 1, 2

& 3) covers how AWS runs it service.

The secure extension to your in-house datacenter

Craig Bruce & Jharrod LaFon
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Figure 1: Assurance Programs that AWS is certificated for.

Security

Security is core to AWS products and services.

• AWS employ a penetration team, to test (break)

their own services.

• The CISO reports to Andy Jassy – security is

present at all VP level meetings.

• AWS has a shared responsibility model. AWS

will ensure the underlying hardware is secure. It

is the customers responsibility to ensure the

software is secure, e.g. do not leave the SSH

port open for anyone to access.

• During recent security issues, e.g. Heartbleed.

AWS was communicative and rolled out fixes in

a timely fashion.

• Using the AWS platform enables all it customers

to benefit from the sum of all security

advances.

Pharmaceutical companies
using AWS

These five companies were mentioned at AWS

re:Invent 2014.

Virtual Private Cloud

In addition to the security provided by AWS we

have elected to take additional measures:

• All communication is via Transport Layer

Security (TLS) when possible. Customers will

see a green padlock in their browsers.

• Multi factor authentication is required to access

any of our servers.

• Data is encrypted at rest. AWS has no access to

our encrypted data.

• We have detailed audit logs for AWS and our

services.

Orion Security

Key for Figure 2


